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HANSA supplies the best quality in the market: A commitment that they have set 
themselves and is the standard on which customers base their evaluation. They 

meet this standard with both passion and purpose: providing products whose design, 
material, finish and technology continue to set new benchmarks.

DESIGNED AND ENGINEERED IN GERMANY





COMFORT & SAFETYCARTRIDGE

Hansa tapware have an 
open flow cartridge where 
flow rates are controlled 

by an elliptical o-ring and 
honeycomb aerator which 

maintains a 3bar flow rate if 
pressure is increased higher.

Hansa Cartridges allow 
120° of freedom. This 

provides the user greater 
anti scald protection with 
young children who tend 
not to be so careful when 
moving from cold to hot

6L/min

Hansa has perfected 
the balance between 
Nickel (12 Micron) and 

Chromium (0.3 Micron) to 
ensure its premium, non 

tarnishing finish

CHROME

CHROMING



For the Chromium to adhere 
to the brass nickel must be 
applied first. It is during this 
process that Hansa block 
access to all waterways 
of the body ensuring the 

faucet is Nickel free

Hansa use MS63DR 
Brass. This is premium 
brass due to low lead 
content. 63% Copper / 

36% Zinc – <0.8% Lead in 
Basin and <0.3% Lead in 

Kitchen Faucets

Pb
0.3%

Hansa are using plastics 
with DVGW Certifications, 

conforming to KTW Standards 
and tested in accordance 

with W270, maintaining 
drinking water quality as it 
flows through the faucet

HIGH TECH FUNTIONAL CORETYPE OF BRASSNICKEL FREE



Typical of the HANSAVANTIS is the forward-leaning spout that gives the faucet a 
specially dynamic look. In daily use, the convenient operating concept proves that 

there is more to it than just attractive looks.

DESIGNED AND ENGINEERED IN GERMANY

VANTIS



BASIN TAP
HV5242 2277 0037

KITCHEN TAP
HV5248 2277 0037

XL BASIN TAP
HV5237 2277

KITCHEN TAP
High Rise

HV5220 2207

HIGH RISE BASIN TAP
HV5255 2287

BIDET TAP
HV5243 3277
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